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Breakfast in the Classroom

Overview

Don’t let a hungry stomach lead to

a distracted mind! Studies show

that good nutrition leads to

improved classroom performance,

higher test scores, and better

behavior. It can be a challenge to

get students to the cafeteria

before school, so consider making

breakfast a part of the school day

with Breakfast in the Classroom!

Breakfast in the Classroom (BIC)

works especially well in

elementary school but is easily adapted for all grade levels, helping students begin

their day nourished and ready to learn.

Take Action

Discuss BIC with your school stakeholders. Get the principal on board by

showing him/her research that demonstrates how breakfast improves

academic scores while reducing absenteeism and classroom disruptions. Plus,

feeding more students breakfast results in increased reimbursements, which

can improve the school’s food service program bottom line.

Once you have administrative approval, work with teachers and custodians to

gain buy in and communicate to parents the new plan. Incorporate their ideas

and address their concerns early.

Be prepared to address concerns. Avoid the following perceived barriers!

https://www.actionforhealthykids.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/AFHK-Learning-Connection.pdf
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1. Perception: Breakfast in the Classroom will cut into instructional time.

Reality: The first 10-15 minutes of class time is spent in activities that

accommodate the eating of breakfast – like announcements, attendance,

organization, etc.

2. Perception: Meals in the classroom will be messy.

Reality: Menus are simple and planned to reduce messiness. Menus include

items that are hand-held and easily eaten by students. Surveyed schools with

BIC report that trash and messes were easily handled, and did not cause a

problem as originally anticipated by teachers and other school staff. Each

classroom can have its own disinfectant spray bottle, paper towels, and a

broom/dustpan for spills, but these items are rarely needed. In most schools,

students are responsible for keeping their own areas clean and tend to be

careful when eating their meals. Consider designating a classroom job to be

the one who cleans up after breakfast.

3. Perception: Teachers will resist the idea.

Reality: Teachers who are now doing BIC are the strongest advocates of the

program. They see the benefits of well-fed students and improved academic

and classroom behavior. Some schools also give their teachers a breakfast at

no charge as a “thank you” for their participation, and to model correct eating

behaviors to the students. Note: Teachers can receive a breakfast at no

charge, as they are now considered part of the food service program.

Tips

Prepare teachers with facts about

the nutrition of the breakfast

items being served (to teach

nutrition education) and the

benefits of the program on

student academic achievement.

Introduce breakfast changes to

families by highlighting at PTA or

other parent events. Include

breakfast tasting and samples.

Talk to others who have had

success—find out what worked,

what didn’t and why. Don’t re-

invent the wheel. Utilize their

Set up clear clean-up procedures.
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menus, training programs,

policies, and procedures.

Consider visiting a school who is

successfully implementing BIC.

Apply for a school grant to

purchase equipment and

materials to support Breakfast in

the Classroom.

Engage families and volunteers to

help with delivery and prepping

or unpacking delivery bags.

Additional Resources

Guide to Establishing Breakfast in the

Classroom (Wisconsin Department of

Education)

School Breakfast Programs and Successes

(eXtension)

Fact tip sheets with present clear data

and reasons for having a BIC program

Toolkit that lists out activities to conduct

during breakfast by grade level

School Breakfast Best Practice Resources National School Breakfast Week (Action

for Healthy Kids)

Grab & Go Breakfast (Action for Healthy

Kids)

Second Chance Breakfast (Action for

Healthy Kids)

Related Activities

https://www.actionforhealthykids.org/school-grants-support/
http://fyi.uwex.edu/wischoolbreakfast/files/2009/10/BIC_FINAL-web.pdf
https://articles.extension.org/pages/73633/feature-series:-school-breakfast-programs-and-successes
http://breakfastintheclassroom.org/about-partners-for-breakfast-in-the-classroom/fact-sheet/
http://breakfastintheclassroom.org/about-partners-for-breakfast-in-the-classroom/fact-sheet/
https://bestpractices.nokidhungry.org/school-breakfast
http://www.actionforhealthykids.org/activity/celebrate-national-school-breakfast-week/
http://www.actionforhealthykids.org/activity/grab-go-breakfast
http://www.actionforhealthykids.org/activity/second-chance-breakfast
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Build a Better Breakfast
In March, schools across the country

celebrate National School Breakfast

Week. Take this time to review

participation in your school's

breakfast program and get students

excited about eating breakfast.

Grab & Go Breakfast
Are your students in a hurry to get to

class and forget to eat breakfast?

Use Grab & Go serving carts located

in easily accessible locations, such

as the cafeteria or near the school

entrance, to provide a quick and

nutritious meal for students.

Second Chance Breakfast

A hungry stomach can lead to an

unfocused mind. Second Chance

breakfast offers a breakfast break in

the morning, often after first period

for older students in secondary

schools.

School Breakfast Challenge

What is a breakfast challenge? It is a

contest between schools or within a

school to increase breakfast

participation among students.


